pirana cmms
Hosted System - Summary

Full Pirana CMMS Hosted Online
A hosted Pirana CMMS system is fully web-enabled, delivering the best of
both worlds for customers who want all the capabilities of Pirana CMMS
with all the flexibility that the web has to offer. Full Pirana functionality is
right there for you to use ‘on demand’ enabling you to benefit from a cost
effective per user pricing model.
Sign up to hosted Pirana today and you can be up and running with
professional CMMS in a flash.
With a hosted Pirana system you can side-step customary implementation
delays and can be up and running straight away. You’ll also never have to
face those time-consuming and scary IT issues that are often the blight of
less resilient on-premises systems. Get it and forget it.

One size fits all
Pirana is ideal for both small and large
organisations. The accessibility and
economics of the solution will obviously
have particular appeal for small to
medium-sized enterprises. Those with a
mobile workforce will find the
advantages simply colossal.
Pirana is a comprehensive CMMS solution for businesses seeking a lowcost, ready-to-use option. A cost effective fee delivers everything: the
application, support, backups and updates. Data is maintained at a secure
data centre. To get going at your end, you only need a device with a web
browser.

Pirana as a hosted solution is the ultimately affordable, zerohassle solution to your computerised maintenance management
needs
In contrast to a CMMS deployed on your own premises, you don’t need
any up-front capital, IT skills, new servers or other extra kit. Plus, you don’t
have to worry about system back-ups, crashes and distractions.

Unique Advantages


Minimal setup costs.



No hardware or
infrastructure
investment .



No IT skills necessary.
Forget about system
installation, upgrades,
backups, crashes,
attacks, etc.



Easy to access.
Accessible on any web
enabled device.



No implementation
delay. Super-fast
deployment across
multiple sites.



Simple, configurable
and future-proof. Sign
up for what you need
now – you can add to
your system at any
time.



Automatic updates.
Only one version of
Pirana CMMS is ever
in use – the latest and
best.



Bullet-proof security.
Data is accessprotected, fire-walled
and backed up for your
total peace of mind.



Lowest total lifetime
cost of ‘ownership’.



Cost effective per user
licensing .

Pirana CMMS offers you the choice - either a fully implemented on
premise system or a hosted option, giving you a broad scope of
architectural, delivery and licensing options to fit your business needs.
Shire software applications are used by over 10,000 organisations
worldwide to manage their critical maintenance activities every day.

Call today for a
FREE TRIAL.
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